The assignment of receivables is effective because transferors could utilize credit of issuers and also reduce fluid assets for payments. But transferors couldn't always assign their receivables to their payment because redemption date of the receivables and due date of the payments might not be exactly same. To adjust redemption date and due date, all participants (issuer, transferor, transferee) needs to agree to conditions for the modification, like ratio of interest or new settlement date. It is not realistic to make a negotiation work flow to determine the conditions between the participants because the life cycle of receivables tend to be short and rapid agreement between participants are required. Fig.1 is process of redemption/due date matching for electronic receivables which we assumed. It matches receivables and payments with pre-defined conditions which participants specified. Under the assumed process, we design an optimization method for date matching. We assumed the participants specify three kinds of conditions to execute optimization. The first condition is target amount of their fluid assets arbitrary time point in the future. The second is acceptable variable day range about redemption/due date to each payment and receivable. The third is minimum interest rate or maximum interest rate which they require to receive or accept to pay. Our proposed method determines the pairs of the receivables and the payment with proper new settlement date which closes the fluid assets of participants to their target amounts by extending/shortening the redemption/due date under these predefined conditions. We formalize our optimization method and we show this matching problem is categorized in integer linear programming. We measured the effectiveness of our optimization method by executing simulation which emulates issuing and receiving status of receivables in Japanese companies. Fig.2 shows the effect of our optimization. We implement two more matching methods and compare optimization method with them. The first is random matching and the second is effectiveness to the target prior matching. Fig.2 shows improvement of optimization to these two method concerning about consumption ratio of fluid asset to the target. The experimental result says that optimization method improves 18.1
Fig. 1. Process of Redemption/Due Date Adjustment between Electronic Receivables and Payments
We formalize our optimization method and we show this matching problem is categorized in integer linear programming. We measured the effectiveness of our optimization method by executing simulation which emulates issuing and receiving status of receivables in Japanese companies. Fig.2 shows the effect of our optimization. We implement two more matching methods and compare optimization method with them. The first is random matching and the second is effectiveness to the target prior matching. Fig.2 shows improvement of optimization to these two method concerning about consumption ratio of fluid asset to the target. The experimental result says that optimization method improves 18.1
We also measured calculation time for the daily optimization and we figured out that it takes 113 sec under the condition of 260 companies matching (Fig.3) . 
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